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Meridian Honda sings many praises for the 2022 Odyssey and 2021 CR-V

Honda models offer significant advantages over key rivals

MERIDIAN, Miss. (PRWEB) March 19, 2021 -- The product experts at Meridian Honda were just getting
comfortable with the automaker’s 2021 model year and then 2022 models started to roll in – spearheaded by the
latest version of the Honda Odyssey minivan. In addition to the 2022 version of the very family-friendly
minivan being available, dealership visitors will still be able to see a broad lineup of flexible crossover SUVs
for sale or lease at the showroom, including the 2021 Honda CR-V. Both Honda vehicles are in the top echelon
of options in each vehicles’ respective class, and the dealership is ready to help future buyers comparison shop
for new models. People interested in the 2022 Odyssey or 2021 CR-V will find both Honda vehicles have
several marked advantages over top rivals.

Meridian Honda customers with growing and active families have picked its minivan for a long time and for
many reasons. The 2022 Honda Odyssey introduces a new exterior paint color, Radiant Red Metallic II, but
otherwise largely carries over the features that appeared in the previous model. Honda makes five trims
available for the 2022 Odyssey, LX, EX, EX-L, Touring and Elite. All of them are powered by a naturally
aspirated 3.5-liter, V-6 engine and can offer more interior cargo volume than one of its longtime competitors.

The inside of the 2022 Odyssey can be configured to make up to 144.9 cubic-feet of cargo volume available.
People who choose the recently redesigned rival will only have a maximum of 101 cubic-feet of cargo volume
to use.

Flexibility, passenger comfort and performance are all readily on display with the 2021 Honda CR-V. Potential
owners will be able to choose among four 2021 CR-V trim grades, LX, EX, EX-L and Touring. Each of them
will have a turbocharged 1.5-liter, four-cylinder engine under the hood that will produce 190 horsepower, a bit
more than one of its rivals can make. Additionally, the 2021 CR-V LX can make up to 75.8 cubic-feet available
to haul cargo, a number that edges out the same previously referenced challenger.

Anyone can view the entire Meridian Honda inventory today when they visit the dealership’s website,
www.meridianhonda.com. The showroom is located at 503 Front Street Ext. Meridian, MS 39301. Customers
can start the pre-ordering process for the 2022 Honda Odyssey or 2021 Honda CR-V when they schedule an
appointment by calling, 601-693-4651.
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Contact Information
Jessica Nance
Meridian Honda
http://www.meridianhonda.com
601-693-4651

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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